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50 years of history and two brands that work marble with highest 

possible methods of haute couture.

The signature of Decormarmi is present all over the world: more than 

1000 varieties of marbles, onyx, limestone and granites processed every 

year for large-scale projects and interior design.

Decormarmi means customized project, high quality marbles for 

interior and exterior; Decormarmi means millimeter precision inlays 

and mosaics, peculiar choice of raw materials, careful marble processing 

that combine artisanship and avant-garde technologies.

The excellence of Made in Italy.



Decormarmi’s story coincides with the one of its founder Danilo Farinon, who felt 

in love with sculpture since when he was a little child. It was like a thunderbolt 

that struck him and influenced all his life. In 1963 he built with his own hands 

the central part of the company that he baptizes with the name of Decormarmi.

His children live and breathe in their father’s passion and absorb his own 

enthusiasm, until when they decided to take the baton.

Today Decormarmi counts about 40 employees in its laboratory that processes 

about 20 thousand tons of marble every year.

MARCO FARINON GABRIELLA FARINONDANILO FARINON

Danilo Farinon

ALESSANDRA FARINON DIEGO NARDI

Passion fills life and doesn’t make you feel tired.
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Each single part of the project has been translated thanks to 

vanguard technological systems that cut and dig under the control of 

the operator. The transformation from the machinery to the finished 

work passes through a series of code operations that the company 

expertise makes excellent: from the cutting list, to the fractionation 

of the project with criteria of position, size and color, to the following 

steps with high artisan skill. The highly specialized personnel in 

Decormarmi certify each step. 

Technology and artisanship.
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The long-lasting cooperation with prestigious architectural studios in 

Italy and abroad allowed the company to refine its capacity to meet 

bespoke projects and to encounter the most particular and disparate 

requests. Also in order to build up an effective cooperation, Decormarmi 

decides to juxtapose to the professional its own technical department, 

which is able to analyze the projects and to arrange a 360° consultancy, 

starting from job site survey, preparation of shop drawings and 

feasibility renders. Many are the testimonials of Decormarmi good 

job around the world: the National Theatre of Musical Comedy and 

the big fountain in Rostropovich Place in Baku (Azerbaijan), Seaside 

Plaza in Monaco, Shopping Centre Galerie le Metropole in Monaco, 

Hotel Continental in Venice, Grand Hotel de Bains in Riccione, Hotel 

Savoy in Moscow and many others private residences in the world.

The ideal partner for prestige realizations.
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National Theatre of Musical Comedy in Baku (FontanaGrande).
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33Rostropovich place in Baku.
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43Private villa realized in partnership with Armando Rho.



45Private villa realized in partnership with Armando Rho.
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The design artistic contamination in the tridimensional development and 

creative process becomes the guideline and it is realized by Decormarmi 

expertise and philosophy. In cooperation with designers, the new modern 

representation of marble becomes alive.

New artistic perspectives.

ENZO BERTI designer
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GRANDE OSSERVATORE
design Enzo Berti

TRANSIZIONI
design Enzo Berti
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TRIFOGLIO MASCHILE
design Tobia Berti

QUADRILOBO
design Raffaello Galliotto



BRAIDED MARBLE
design Benedetta Tagliabue
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DECORMARMI Srl 
Via Duca d’Aosta, 17/E
36072 Chiampo 
Vicenza - Italy

Tel. +39 0444 688311
Fax +39 0444 688380

www.decormarmi.com
info@decormarmi.com




